Hamilton draws level with Schumacher’s 7

‘Thank you so much guys. That’s for all the kids out there who dream the impossible. You can do it too man, I believe in you...’

Mercedes’ Lewis Hamilton celebrates on the podium after winning the Turkish Grand Prix and the world championship yesterday.

HAMILTON FURTHER REMINDS SCHUMACHER OF HIS OPPORTUNITY

The Mercedes ace put on a masterclass in wet and slippery conditions to take a record-equalling seventh crown with a masterful win at a rollercoaster of a Turkish Grand Prix and secures the title with three races to spare.

Only German Michael Schumacher has seven titles to his name, a number once thought unlikely ever to be matched, but most of the German’s records have passed to Hamilton.

Schumacher (53) said in his final season last year that he tipped solo rival and team mate Valtteri Bottas with 12 laps to go on a ‘nightmare afternoon for the aspiring F1 drivers who finished fourth.

Hamilton, already had more race wins, pole positions and podium finishes than anyone in the history of the sport but, despite starting a season-low eighth, the 35-year-old was determined to add to the tally.

“Thank you so much guys. It’s for all the kids out there who dream the impossible. You can do it too man, I believe in you guys,” he whooped over the radio after taking the chequered flag.

When the team suggested he pit for fresh tyres to over-ride them, given the safety of his lead and the sense of uncertainty, but he kept believing.

Hamilton said there was a point where he bought his seventh crown and the fastest lap. Australian Daniel Ricciardo was 10th for Renault. Hamilton said there was a point where he the race run behind closed doors due to the Covid-19 pandemic. “Seven is just unimaginable but when you work with such a great group of people and you really trust with your life, you feel like you’re only getting started,” he said.

Mercedes’ Charles Leclerc took fourth place, after passing Valtteri on the last lap but finishing 12th, with Spanish Carlos Sainz fifth for McLaren and Red Bull’s Alexander Albon seventh with Lando Norris eighth for McLaren and taking a bonus point for Renault.

Hamilton was congratulated after parking up by Sebastian Vettel, who finished third and shed a tear, German Sebastian Vettel said his dreams of a first win disappeared after leading from his first pole position. He finished third, but still the order started.

Sebastian Vettel hailed Lewis as ‘greatest driver ever’.

The German was quick to congratulate his British rival after Hamilton equalised his seventh Formula One title with victory in a wet Turkish Grand Prix yesterday.

Vettel was quick to congratulate his British rival after Hamilton equalised his seventh Formula One title with victory in a wet Turkish Grand Prix yesterday.

Vettel hailed Lewis as ‘greatest driver ever’.

“I told him that it was very special for us because we do not believe he is being made today,” Vettel said. “He has been a true four-times world champion with Red Bull in a career win at a rollercoaster of a Turkish Grand Prix and the world championship yesterday.
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France, Germany shine as Ramos endures miserable landmark

France goalkeeper Hugo Lloris headed the ball into his own net to gift Belgium a shock 1-0 win, but the French were far from their best in a World Cup qualifier.

Germany and Switzerland both defeated their opponents in the Nations League, setting up a titanic clash for the top spot in Group 3.

Spain and France both registered impressive victories, with the前者 winning 4-0 and the latter 2-0.

In the meantime, Germany have a chance to qualify for Euro 2020 with a win over Iceland.

The Nations League continues to provide entertaining football, with plenty of goals and exciting results.
**Kohli a very powerful guy in world cricket: Taylor**

‘He does a good job to walk that fine line in being an aggressive cricketer and also a statesman’

**SPOTLIGHT**

**No local Covid transmission spreads good news for Indians**

According to a report in cricket.com.au, the BCCI, which has so far shown its resolve to the spread of coronavirus despite local transmission in some states, has now announced that the first team will be allowed to travel to London for the upcoming Test series against India. The announcement comes amidst growing concerns in India about the spread of the virus, which has led to the cancellation of several cricket matches in recent weeks.

**FOCUS**

**Wiese secures final berth for Lahore**

The Pakistan Super League (PSL) is set to have its final in Lahore on November 29, with the Lahore Qalandars set to face the Multan Sultans. The Lahore Qalandars have won three of their six league matches so far, while the Multan Sultans have won four.

**EMOTIONAL**

**Abbott fought back tears during his selection hearing**

Australia's pace bowler Pat Cummins and Test captain Tim Paine were among the emotional players during the hearing for the national team. Cummins, who missed out on the Test squad, said he was feeling a lot of emotion and was looking forward to the future. Paine, who was named as the new captain, said he was looking forward to the challenge and was feeling good about the team's chances.
McGee fit into the Dodgers’ plans?

I thought there was a lot of upside to come here over here.
Townsend questions players’ work rate and spurs them to success

Scotland's head coach Gregor Townsend (L) talks to his team during the Autumn Nations Cup match against Italy at the Artemio-Franchi Stadium in Florence, Italy November 14, 2020. (Reuters)

Scotland centre Johnnie Beattie (C) speaks to the media after the Autumn Nations Cup match against Italy at the Artemio-Franchi Stadium in Florence, Italy November 14, 2020. (Reuters)

Argentina's coach Mario Ledesma (R) celebrates victory with team members at the end of the 2020 Tri-Nations match against the New Zealand at Latium Stadium in Rome, Italy August 26, 2020. (Reuters)

Australia will be wary of Argentina in next year’s World Cup, the Kiwi’s attacking guile may not be enough, but also aware that New Zealand is far from the form that has opened up on oppositions to get their hands on some silverware, Liam Napier said yesterday. The Tri-Nations replaced the Super Rugby Aotearoa and Trans-Tasman with a Championship that ran from the month before the Autumn Nations Cup kick-off to Saturday, Argentina’s 28-17 victory over New Zealand.

Argentina’s five tries and 11 penalties, allied with a Jean-Pierre Badaretto try and values of Argentina rugby club. “They are profiles that correspond to the identity of Agen rugby club,” said Patrick Malouin. “They are attached to the club, they have a link, a particular attachment to the club, they are professional rugby players.”

One of those who contracted the virus back home in New Zealand yesterday morning is ways would be different especially with new boys defined especially challenging. “It wasn’t gin, not the All Blacks of all, and yes, they were pretty expressive. “Contract will last for one to two years heading into Saturday so we’re expecting a massive test, the people of Argentina, where the Academy is the Third-year knobs over for Foster after 'shambolic' All Blacks loss

I can’t see a guy hit in the face for my country. ”Wales were the only team to win a game on Saturday with the All Blacks losing at Western Sydney Stadium, putting the New Zealanders at the bottom of the ladder. It was a stark contrast to last year where the Pumas slunk out in the last minute of the 25-22 loss to the salad. It was a stark contrast to last year with the All Blacks losing at Western Sydney Stadium, putting the New Zealanders at the bottom of the ladder. It was a stark contrast to last year where the Pumas slunk out in the last minute of the 25-22 loss to the salad. It was a stark contrast to last year where the Pumas slunk out in the last minute of the 25-22 loss to the salad. It was a stark contrast to last year where the Pumas slunk out in the last minute of the 25-22 loss to the salad.

Rugby

Argentina's centre Pablo Matera was summoned after the fracas. “I can't see a guy hit in the face for my country. ”Matera told the writer, “I was shocked by the people of Argentina, where the Academy is the Third-year.” Matera was summoned after the fracas.

Argentina's Flyhalf Nicolas Sanchez celebrates the winning point against Toulon at the end of the Top 14 rugby match between Toulon and Agen at the Artemio-Franchi Stadium in Florence, Italy November 14, 2020. (Reuters)

The All Blacks had their hands on some silverware, Jean-Nicolas Fontemoing said yesterday: “Yes, of course... We enjoy the moment, we’re expecting a massive test, the people of Argentina, where the Academy is the Third-year.” Matera was summoned after the fracas.

Argentina's coach Mario Ledesma celebrates victory with team members at the end of the 2020 Tri-Nations match against the New Zealand at Latium Stadium in Rome, Italy August 26, 2020. (Reuters)

New Zealand's centre George Moala is tackled by Toulon's wing Dakuwaqa during the Top 14 rugby match between Toulon and Agen at the Artemio-Franchi Stadium in Florence, Italy November 14, 2020. (Reuters)

Germany's Guido Glamann (R) and his teammate Agis Knoche (L) celebrate after scoring a try during the 6 Nations U-20 Rugby Union match between Germany and Romania at the Stade de la Route de Lorient in Vannes, France March 13, 2020. (Reuters)
Thiem beats Tsitsipas in ATP Finals opener

It was a tough match, both of us served well and conditions were fast.

Austria's Dominic Thiem returns against Greece's Stefanos Tsitsipas during their round robin match on day one of the ATP World Tour Finals at the O2 Arena in London. (AP)
No. 1 Johnson finally clinches Masters with record low score

Tiger Woods, who closed 71, never coming close to overpowering Augusta National as he struggled with knee, feeling nausea for his second

A 36-year-old American, who grew up as his hero’s drive north of Augusta National, became the first reigning world number one to grab the green jacket. His 20-under-par 280 was six shots clear of the field, finishing 12 strokes ahead of the closest challenger. Johnson, who had nine bogeys and one birdie, was on fire from the start, playing the first 15 holes in an hour and 20 minutes.

After shooting a 64 in the first round, Johnson continued his dominance with a 66 in the second, a 69 in the third and a 67 in the final round. He shot a 71 to finish on 285. His final round was the only one of the four in the 60s. Four-time major champion Jack Nicklaus had never won a 54-hole lead into a title, stumbling at the 18th hole. Johnson, whose other major victory was in 2010, 2015 and 2018 US Opens and in the 2016 US Open, fired a closing 73 to beat out the last-lap 72 of Woods, who finished runner-up after a stunning 7-under 65 in the final round. Johnson smashed the old 72-hole mark of 287 set by Nicklaus in 1960 and matched by Jordan Spieth in 2015.

Johnson, who began with a four-shot lead, was never in doubt. He led by four after the first round, five after the second round and six after the third round.

"I'm just going to try and really savor this," Johnson said. "I've got to fix this dizziness and just the rest of this is going to be overwhelming."

Johnson responded with birdies on five of the first six holes to take command of the tournament and never looked back. He drained a 12-foot birdie putt on the par-5 17th, stretching the lead to 14. He made his putt from 6 feet on the par-4 18th to win by eight.

"I think I'm just happy to be here," Johnson said. "I've sort of been in the final four or five rounds, but sometimes you just got to go out there and make some history."

Johnson smashed the old 72-hole mark of 287 set by Nicklaus in 1960 and matched by Jordan Spieth in 2015. He fired a closing 73 to beat out the last-lap 72 of Woods, who finished runner-up after a stunning 7-under 65 in the final round. Johnson smashed the old 72-hole mark of 287 set by Nicklaus in 1960 and matched by Jordan Spieth in 2015.

Johnson, who began with a four-shot lead, was never in doubt. He led by four after the first round, five after the second round and six after the third round.

"I'm just going to try and really savor this," Johnson said. "I've got to fix this dizziness and just the rest of this is going to be overwhelming."

Johnson responded with birdies on five of the first six holes to take command of the tournament and never looked back. He drained a 12-foot birdie putt on the par-5 17th, stretching the lead to 14. He made his putt from 6 feet on the par-4 18th to win by eight.

"I think I'm just happy to be here," Johnson said. "I've sort of been in the final four or five rounds, but sometimes you just got to go out there and make some history."

Johnson picked up a short cross for Abdulmajid Anadouh. The ball hit the post and the left of keeper Shehab Mamoon. The ball fell short of the goal line.

In the 69th minute, Wakrah’s Sebastien Soria converted from the penalty spot edge with four holes remaining. Wakrah reached the knockout quarter-final by topping Group A with 11 points (three victories, two draws and one defeat). It faces the last-eight, 'The Blues', the only side with an unbeaten record in the group.

No. 1 Johnson celebrates with press after winning the Masters after the American's win. (AFP)

A 36-year-old American, who grew up as his hero’s drive north of Augusta National, became the first reigning world number one to grab the green jacket. His 20-under-par 280 was six shots clear of the field, finishing 12 strokes ahead of the closest challenger.

Johnson, who had nine bogeys and one birdie, was on fire from the start, playing the first 15 holes in an hour and 20 minutes. He sank a 12-footer for birdie at the 15th, followed by a par at the 16th, before settling for a four-foot par at the 17th, repeating his score at the 18th. He made 15 pars and a single birdie in his four rounds.

"I think we’re going to have a great week,” said Johnson. “I think we’re going to have a lot of fun. I think we’re going to have a lot of golf fans in the sand dunes, and a lot of great golf fans in the stands."

"I’m glad the situation is as it is today. I can’t think of anything more we could be doing. We’re just trying to be the first Matsunawa debut winner since 1979 and only the second Asian major winner after compatriot Yuya Taino won the 2019 PGA Championship.

Johnson, a 27-year-old from Alabama, changed his first major, closed out and settled for being the first player in Masters history to shoot all four rounds in the 60s. Four-time major champion Nicklaus was the only other player to shoot all four rounds under par before the 1972 PGA Championship, when he settled for a runner-up spot.
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"I’m glad the situation is as it is today. I can’t think of anything more we could be doing. We’re just trying to be the first Matsunawa debut winner since 1979 and only the second Asian major winner after compatriot Yuya Taino won the 2019 PGA Championship.

Johnson, a 27-year-old from Alabama, changed his first major, closed out and settled for being the first player in Masters history to shoot all four rounds in the 60s. Four-time major champion Nicklaus was the only other player to shoot all four rounds under par before the 1972 PGA Championship, when he settled for a runner-up spot.